Assignment 6

The due date for submitting the assignment has passed.

As per our records, you have not submitted this assignment.

1) “The was the golden thread that united him to a past beyond his memory, and a Present beyond his misery.” What is the misery that is being referred to here?
   - Choose: Doctor Varlet
   - Sydney Carston
   - Harry
   - Jerry Granher

2) “I was too half-pregnant, he told me, to walk, in a very cautious turn at Dornay, an infant look deepening into a town of disease and disorder…” Who is he?
   - Doctor Varlet
   - Sydney Carston
   - Harry
   - Jerry Granher

3) “I had not that faculty of extracting the essence from a heap of statements…” Who is the narrator referring to?
   - Sydney Carston
   - Doctor Varlet
   - Harry
   - Jerry Granher

4) Which character is known for his extraordinary memory?
   - Sydney Carston
   - Doctor Varlet
   - Harry
   - Jerry Granher

5) “There is a great sound coming one day into our lives. It is the sound of…” The great sound is a metaphor for ________.
   - Murdered Life
   - Children
   - The French Revolution
   - War and Peace

6) Charles Dickens offers a critique of middle-class excesses through ________.
   - Miss Havisham
   - Sydney Carston
   - Harry
   - Jerry Granher

7) What material was used prominently in the Marquis’ chair? What does it symbolize?
   - Iron, Personnel
   - Iron, Hardheartedness
   - Wood, Lack of durability
   - Glass, Wealth

8) To which animal does the narrator compare himself in the novel?
   - Lion, Mr. Stryver
   - Jackal, Sydney Carston
   - Tiger, Madame Delenge
   - Fox, Mr. Leroy

9) “Such only to sitting in your fortune, sitting your life and home, and being faithful to you to the death.” The given line shows that the narrator plots in the past.
   - A tale of Two Cities is subsidiary to the ________.
   - Personal
   - Political
   - Historical
   - None of the above

10) Who is the “devil of delicacy”? The title is ________.
    - Choose: Doctor Varlet
    - Symbolical
    - Sydney Carston
    - Mr. Stryver, Invidious

No, the answer is incorrect. Accepted Answers: Mr. Stryver